Antoni Gaudí. The man

Photographs from the PHOTOGRAPHIC ARCHIVES OF BARCELONA (Barcelona City Council)

Photograph SO_0025_043
Title: Chilean naval officers visit Antoni Gaudí
Author: Frederic Ballell Maymí
Producer: Editorial López
Date: 1907
Reg. no.: 9590

Photograph SO_0025_045
Title: Gaudí visits the Sagrada Família
Author: Frederic Ballell Maymí
Producer: Editorial López
Date: 1914
Reg. no.: 9592

IMPRESSANT – Terms for reproduction or public communication of photographs:

The provenance of photographs, in any form of reproduction or public communication, should be stated in the following way:

Arxiu Fotogràfic de Barcelona (Photographic Archives of Barcelona)
The acronym AFB may only be used in the photo captions of a publication if the full name of the institution is given in the publication’s credits.
The name of the author of the photograph should also be stated or, in the case in which the author is not known, Author unknown should be stated.
In no case may the original photograph be manipulated and it should be reproduced in its entirety.

This application is subject to Law 22/1987 of 11th November, on Intellectual Property.

Photograph from the National Archives of Catalonia

→ Photograph 184056
Title: Antoni Gaudí at the Corpus Christi procession
Author: Brangulí
Date: 1924
Archive: National Archives of Catalonia. ANC1-42/BRANGULÍ (PHOTOGRAPHERS)
Ref. code: ANC1-42-N-13790

IMPRESSANT – The rules for use are established in the laws on Intellectual Property and the National Archives of Catalonia:

The applicant also states that he knows that the reproduction, distribution and public communication of literary, artistic and scientific works are subject to the provisions of the Intellectual Property Law (RDL1/96, of 12th April) which, among other obligations, establishes that, as a user, he is to mention the name of the author and to obtain, if appropriate, the respective licences for the use of both the work proper and of the voices, images, marks, graphical elements and other works which are represented in it. Likewise, the applicant declares that he is acquainted with the internal rules of the National Archives of Catalonia and that he undertakes to state the
name of the archive and of the National Archives of Catalonia in the credits of the work in which the reproduction will appear, and to deliver one copy of said work if he were to be so requested.

**Photograph from the DEPARTMENT OF CULTURE of the GOVERNMENT OF CATALONIA**

-> Photograph  
Title: *Teresian School*. Barcelona (detail of arches)  
Author: MASTERS, Bob  
Date: 2012  
Archive: Technical Support and Inventory Service  
Ref. code: 58_33.jpg

-> Photograph  
Title: *Teresian School*. Barcelona (main façade)  
Author: MASTERS, Bob  
Date: 2012  
Archive: Technical Support and Inventory Service  
Ref. code: 58_04.jpg

-> Photograph  
Title: *Teresian School*. Barcelona (detail of the main façade)  
Author: MASTERS, Bob  
Date: 2012  
Archive: Technical Support and Inventory Service  
Ref. code: 58_09.jpg

Other photographs by Bob Masters (2012) of the Teresian School in the archive of the Technical Support and Inventory Service of the Department of Culture of the Government of Catalonia: 58_07; 58_10; 58_14; 58_15; 58_19; 58_22; 58_23; 58_32; 58_34; 58_35.

-> Photograph  
Title: *Calvet House*. Barcelona (doorway façade)  
Author: MASTERS, Bob  
Date: 2012  
Archive: Technical Support and Inventory Service  
Ref. code: D_41_03.jpg

-> Photograph  
Title: *Calvet House*. Barcelona (detail)  
Author: MASTERS, Bob  
Date: 2012  
Archive: Technical Support and Inventory Service  
Ref. code: D_41_06.jpg

Other photographs by Bob Masters (2012) of the Calvet House in the archive of the Technical Support and Inventory Service of the Department of Culture of the Government of Catalonia: 41_02; 41_04; 41_05; 41_07; 41_10.
→ Photograph
Title: Gate and wall of the Miralles Estate
Author: MASTERS, Bob
Date: 2015
Archive: Technical Support and Inventory Service
Ref. code: 002.jpg

→ Photograph
Title: Gate and wall of the Miralles Estate
Author: MASTERS, Bob
Date: 2015
Archive: Technical Support and Inventory Service
Ref. code: 004.jpg

→ Photograph
Title: Gate and wall of the Miralles Estate
Author: MASTERS, Bob
Date: 2015
Archive: Technical Support and Inventory Service
Ref. code: 009.jpg

*IMPORTANT* – Rules for use:

The reference to the intellectual property of the images of the Teresian School and of the Calvet House should be stated as follows:

The reference to the intellectual property of the images of the Miralles Estate should be stated as follows: